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From an award-winning black journalist, a tough-minded look at the treatment of ethnic

minorities both in newsrooms and in the reporting that comes out of them, within the changing

media landscape.From the Rodney King riots to the racial inequities of the new digital media,

Amy Alexander has chronicled the biggest race and class stories of the modern era in

American journalism. Beginning in the bare-knuckled newsrooms of 1980s San Francisco, her

career spans a period of industry-wide economic collapse and tremendous national

demographic changes.Despite reporting in some of the country’s most diverse cities, including

San Francisco, Boston, and Miami, Alexander consistently encountered a stubbornly white,

male press corps and a surprising lack of news concerning the ethnic communities in these

multicultural metropolises. Driven to shed light on the race and class struggles taking place in

the United States, Alexander embarked on a rollercoaster career marked by cultural conflicts

within newsrooms. Along the way, her identity as a black woman journalist changed

dramatically, an evolution that coincided with sweeping changes in the media industry and the

advent of the Internet.Armed with census data and news-industry demographic research,

Alexander explains how the so-called New Media is reenacting Old Media’s biases. She argues

that the idea of newsroom diversity—at best an afterthought in good economic times—has all

but fallen off the table as the industry fights for its economic life, a dynamic that will ultimately

speed the demise of venerable news outlets. Moreover, for the shrinking number of journalists

of color who currently work at big news organizations, the lingering ethos of having to be “twice

as good” as their white counterparts continues; it is a reality that threatens to stifle another

generation of practitioners from “non-traditional” backgrounds.In this hard-hitting account,

Alexander evaluates her own career in the context of the continually evolving story of America’s

growing ethnic populations and the homogenous newsrooms producing our nation’s too often

monochromatic coverage. This veteran journalist examines the major news stories that were

entrenched in the great race debate of the past three decades, stories like those of Elián

González, Janet Cooke, Jayson Blair, Tavis Smiley, the tragedy of Hurricane Katrina, and the

election of Barack Obama.Uncovering Race offers sharp analysis of how race, gender, and

class come to bear on newsrooms, and takes aim at mainstream media’s failure to successfully

cover a browner, younger nation—a failure that Alexander argues is speeding news

organizations’ demise faster than the Internet. 
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Introduction: April 29, 1992—Southbound on U.S. Interstate Highway 5We hurtled out of the

Tehachapi Mountains as dusk deepened to blue night, the Chevrolet Lumina moving swiftly

toward South Central Los Angeles. Once out of the San Fernando Valley on the San Diego

Freeway, we saw splashes of flames between buildings. I was in the car with two others, a

female reporter riding shotgun and a male photographer behind the wheel. Two hours earlier

we had sat in a fluorescent-lit newsroom 250 miles north of Los Angeles. Now I rode in the

backseat of a silvery-blue sedan speeding south from Fresno toward disaster. Radio antennas

bobbed on the car. It crossed my mind that our midsize Chevy looked like an unmarked police

vehicle.This could be a problem.Four white Los Angeles cops had been acquitted of criminal

charges in the 1991 beating of an unarmed black motorist named Rodney King. The jury in

Simi Valley had returned the verdict at 3:15 p.m. on that Wednesday. Ten minutes later, through

an electronic in-house message, I flippantly told my editor at the Fresno Bee newspaper that I’d

volunteer for “riot duty.” Seated twenty feet away, he read my message on the big, bulky

computer atop his city desk, and by early evening the flat San Joaquin Valley and the silent

Tehachapi Mountains stretched between me and the largest civil disturbance in the nation’s

history.Not far from LA, we realized we needed to spread out. My reporting colleague—a white

Los Angeles native—parted ways with us just north of the sprawling city. Taking one of the two

large, first-generation cellular phones we’d brought, she set out for the Civic Center driving a

rented white Chrysler LeBaron. The photographer, a Chinese American man I’d known since

college, steered our car toward South Central. Emergency sirens sounded. Loose knots of

people formed every few miles. The radio announcer’s voice rattling from the Chevy dashboard

reported looting at downtown stores.I had covered disasters before, natural and social, in cities

across America. The rush that always preceded covering calamity wasn’t new, and the urgency

of this story was unmistakable. Yet as we neared the University of Southern California exit off

the freeway, something less recognizable spiked the familiar adrenalin high. The idea of

confronting a full-scale urban uprising brought queasy twitching to my stomach.I wondered

whether there would be shootings, firebombings, or mobs of rioters clubbing bystanders at

random. But it was more than that. Something else cranked up the anxiety, turning it into a

prickly pear I didn’t want to handle. This denial troubled me further. Finally, my concentration

drifting away from the map opened across my lap, I owned up to what troubled me.What if I

became suddenly incapable of separating my feelings as a liberal, African American woman

from those of my objective, professional self? Could I agree with the crowd’s anger without

endorsing its actions? Is this what’s referred to in those laborious newspaper seminars as an

“ethical dilemma”? I was allowing my mind to drift toward the future, though I also knew better;

staying in the moment was crucial, not only for my ability to report and write on deadline but



also for staying safe if things heated up around me.The photographer turned up the volume of

the car radio; we listened more closely to a local news program. Every few moments,

breathless correspondents from Simi Valley to Long Beach filed urgent-sounding reports

describing small crowds of people gathering in streets. A Los Angeles Times satellite office

was hit, and the culprits made off with a few computers, according to the radio broadcast. In

the three or four hours since the verdict had come in, the Civic Center in downtown Los

Angeles had drawn hundreds of angry, chanting people.From above South Central, a reporter

aboard a news helicopter described watching black and brown residents yanking white-looking

motorists from their cars and beating them at the intersection of Florence and Normandie

Avenues in South Central Los Angeles. The local news station also reported that a city

firefighter riding an engine toward a burning building had been shot. All this sounded like

mayhem.The ethical questions bubbled once again in my chest. I struggled to swallow them.

We had only about an hour to get to the action in South Central; interview residents, police,

and fire officials; and then roll out to the Associated Press offices at Second and Figueroa

Streets in downtown LA. From there, we would transmit our stories and photographs to the

newsroom in Fresno.After pulling the Chevrolet off the freeway and into the intersection of

Normandie and La Salle Avenues, we saw we had missed our mark, Florence and Normandie,

by a few miles. Turning back wasn’t an option. We watched a crowd gathering along a

commercial strip nearby.A furniture store and adjacent apartment building were ablaze, their

broken windows framing angry lashes of yellow-orange flame that whipped up into the dark

sky. Firefighters, evidently stunned by reports that they were being shot at, had positioned their

trucks between themselves and the crowd in order to work the fire. We parked half a block

away on La Salle, locked the car, and stood for a moment looking toward the intersection at

Normandie Avenue.The photographer, like me, was a native San Franciscan. We had gone to

the same university, circulated in the same tight circle of twenty-something Bay Area print

journalists. During and after college, on the streets of Berkeley, San Francisco, and Oakland,

boisterous public demonstrations, protests, and marches had been regular assignments for us.

We had both recorded—and experienced—the sweeping momentum that often overtakes

public protests.The photographer buckled the clasp of a small canvas pack tightly around his

waist, its generous pocket fitting snugly against the small of his back. Then he slid the pocket

around his body to rest below his abdomen. Inside were a heavy black lens and a few rolls of

film. A 35-mm camera, weighted with a flash and lens, hung over his left shoulder. I knew that

he would keep an elbow or fingertip discreetly pressing the camera’s nylon strap to his side

whenever he was not shooting.I slipped a narrow reporter’s notebook into the back pocket of

my Levis and gripped a black ballpoint pen in the sweating palm of my right hand. I swiveled

the bill of my black San Francisco Giants baseball cap forward, pulling it tightly around my

short, curly hairdo. The night air was warm, but I snapped shut the windbreaker I’d thrown

on.Looking up at the sky to the south, I watched the horizon take on a peach-colored glow.

Firelight. It was getting late, and we had to file soon. The sounds of scattered yells and sharp

concussions of breaking glass grew louder as we ran-walked out of the residential street

toward the commercial strip of Normandie Avenue. Los Angeles was on fire, a disaster in the

making. We were primed to chronicle the calamity.It seems odd to say, but the LA riots couldn’t

have happened at a better time. Before that moment, midway through my second year as a

staff writer on the metro desk of the Fresno Bee, I was becoming restless, gripped by

impatience and a persistent worry that I would never work my way out of the Central

Valley.Even before I’d flung myself into the major blowup in LA, my professional persona had

been forged by disaster coverage. My byline had appeared on stories about big forest fires in



the Sierra Nevada mountains, the gargantuan Loma Prieta earthquake that had creased

Northern California in October 1989, massive street protests over inadequate federal funding

for AIDS and HIV research, and any number of high-profile murders and crimes in San

Francisco and Fresno. Yet my modest treasure trove of “war stories” derived from the

escapades that lay beneath those bylines was puny compared to that of older newsroom

veterans.Nevertheless, my portfolio had filled out nicely by the time I arrived in Los Angeles in

1992 to cover the riots for the McClatchy Company’s newspapers. I saw a long career ahead in

the news business; I just didn’t want it to play out entirely in the dusty, hot, politically

conservative “Bible Belt” region of my home state.I didn’t know yet how much I didn’t know

about reporting and writing—but I had the feeling that the professional experience the

photographer and I were obtaining was preparing me to work on the larger journalistic stage.

We had successfully performed in conditions that were akin to war, covering the massive urban

and political turmoil of that week-long riot for McClatchy, which published newspapers across

the western United States. I returned to Fresno after five days on the streets in LA and felt

exhilarated. But the initial sense of pride and accomplishment dropped like a sack of rocks after

I looked at the copies of the daily Bee that a news aide had arranged on my desk in the

newsroom. (In the days before the Internet, reporters working on hot stories in remote

locations often didn’t see their published stories until they returned to home base.)When I

picked up the Fresno Bee daily editions that held my stories detailing the riots and aftermath,

my heart sank. An editor back in Fresno, who had received the stories I’d transmitted by the

clunky portable computers we’d traveled with, had inserted language in some of the stories

that was troubling. To realize that I had risked life and limb amid the shooting and burning that

had transpired in LA and had managed to deliver compelling, unbiased stories about the angry

residents, the frustrated business owners who lost property, and other aspects of the

conflagration, only to have a white male editor sitting safely in the newsroom hundreds of miles

away muck up my reporting with words like “savage” and “rampaging,” well . . . I was

deflated.But not deterred.And the LA riots, it seemed to me, might be just the story to propel

me up to the next level of news organizations: the Los Angeles Times or one of the big East

Coast newspapers. After that, who knew where the work might lead?My name on a news story

—my byline—had become a defining part of my professional identity, and I wanted it to

represent good work, not the work of a hack or a partisan or a dilettante. I wanted readers to

know that when they saw my name above a news story or a feature, they could rest assured

that they were receiving accurate information that was delivered in compelling language. Above

all, I wanted readers to trust that when they saw my name on a story, they would walk away

with information that helped them better navigate their world—or at least gave meaningful

context to their lives.My life before I became a journalist had been positively informed and

enriched by good bylines. Even before I knew what it took to deliver high-quality reporting and

writing, day in and day out, I recognized that some reporters in my hometown newspapers

always seemed to produce stories that were satisfying, while some others just seemed to be

phoning it in. I wanted to be a reporter who delivered substance, consistently.Coming of age in

Northern California had been ideal preparation for this line of work, especially the genus known

as “run-and-gun” journalism. By the time I parachuted into the thick of the looting, shooting,

and burning of South Central Los Angeles in late April 1992, I had already witnessed plenty of

strange, harrowing events.Growing up during the 1960s and ’70s, I came to see journalists, like

cops and teachers, as professionals who fulfilled sacred civic duties in cities across the United

States: preserving and protecting democracy.Was I naive in this understanding?Idealistic?Oh,

yes.But consider this partial list of events that I watched unfold during my formative years in



San Francisco. I was born there in 1963, and by the age of five, I was absorbing the news

events around me:• 1968–1974: The DayGlo rise and slow death of hippie culture in Haight-

Ashbury; student anti–Vietnam War protests (Berkeley, Oakland, and San Francisco); tear-gas-

shrouded protests over the formation of ethnic studies departments at San Francisco State

University; Black Panther rallies, shoot-outs, and arrests; the Zodiac serial killings; the

kidnapping of local newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst by the radical Symbianese Liberation

Army; the brainwashed Patty “Tania” Hearst caught on tape, wearing a wig and a trench coat,

taking part in a bank stick-up in the Sunset District; other assorted bombings, street actions,

and sit-ins.• 1975–1981: The Jonestown Massacre of 914 former Bay Area residents in

Guyana; the assassinations of San Francisco mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey

Milk; widespread riots protesting the light sentencing of Dan White, the former San Francisco

supervisor convicted of killing Moscone and Milk; the attempted assassination of President

Gerald Ford at a San Francisco hotel; and even more assorted bombings, sit-ins, and street

actions.It seemed to me that journalists were important people. In the pages of the two local

daily newspapers—the morning San Francisco Chronicle and the afternoon San Francisco

Examiner—and on the television airwaves, I came to see journalists as smart, dedicated,

fearless investigators who worked important magic: using words and images to explain and

lend context to happenings that were, let’s face it, quite insane.By the time I graduated from

high school in the summer of 1981, the prospect of using language to communicate with

scores of readers in a handy, low-cost format such as newspapers seemed like a most

excellent way to make a living. It did not occur to me that the world of journalism might not be

open to people like me: a black woman from a working-class family who would not attend an

Ivy League university. As a child of the post–civil rights era, a late-hour baby boomer, I believed

that if I got a journalism education and worked hard at learning the trade, my opportunities for

joining the ranks of working journalists were good.Sure, I knew that black women were more

likely than whites to face challenges in the media industry. I also knew at least a bit about the

effects of corporate ownership on newspapers: one of the leading works of media industry

analysis, Media Monopoly by veteran journalist and editor Ben Bagdikian, had been required

reading in my college journalism department. Still, in the 1980s, after completing the magazine

journalism program at San Francisco State University, I enthusiastically embarked on a

reporting career, first wearing proudly the badge of “cub reporter” at the Hearst-owned San

Francisco Examiner.The fact that I was, for nearly two years, the only black female reporter on

the Metropolitan staff at that midsize afternoon paper did not initially concern me. Yet several

years later, I realized that my time working at my hometown paper marked the beginning of a

long, Conradian journey through the heart of darkness of American news organizations.The

value of my byline, I learned over the years, was to editors and newsroom managers highly

subjective; few managers shared my belief that my byline was more than an ephemeral

presence. For many of them, the expectation was that the newspaper’s reputation for quality

and accuracy was to be protected, but reporters’ bylines were interchangeable, the

backgrounds and the insights we carried with us into the newsroom each day only marginally

relevant to the work we produced.The longer I stayed in journalism, the clearer it became that I

am the only one who can safeguard the essential integrity of my journalistic identity. Much

more than just safeguarding my individual reputation, though, my efforts on this front also must

be focused on achieving high standards of fairness, accuracy, and ethics as part of a broader

effort to defend journalism. This mission is now more crucial than ever, as the Internet

expands, carrying bits and pieces of information farther and faster than we journalists could

have imagined twenty years ago.There is this, too: the Internet allows anyone to hang out a



journalist’s shingle—a development that is rich with promise and peril, especially in terms of its

implications for news coverage of race and class issues in America.First, a look at why this is

proving perilous for coverage of race and class:At a time when America is becoming ever more

economically and ethnically diverse, financial challenges in the news business are diminishing

the numbers of talented, experienced reporters and editors of color. Layoffs, buyouts, and a

general contracting of the number of editorial workers in the nation’s news organizations have

been particularly devastating to the small population of black, Latino, and Asian journalists—

professionals who entered news organizations in measurable numbers only in the mid-

twentieth century. And, at least as of the beginning of the second decade of the 2000s, the

emerging online organizations—including traditional print news outlets that have increased

their online presences—have not made the recruitment, hiring, and retention of qualified

journalists of color a top priority.This in turn means that as populations grapple with the

inevitable clashes (and mergings) that will occur in a multiethnic nation, news organizations will

not be equipped to cover the interactions—whether positive, negative, or indifferent—even as

these interactions accumulate. The 2008 presidential race—which featured our first viable

African American candidate, Barack Hussein Obama, and the first electable female candidate,

Hillary Rodham Clinton, vying for the Democratic nomination—exposed a national political

press corps ill equipped to comprehensively and accurately inform audiences of the many

complicated elements that had brought those two individuals into the forefront of presidential

politics. Too often, rather than informing accurately, calmly, and with authority, news

organizations—led predominantly by white males from middle-class backgrounds—deliver

coverage that inflames audience’s fears about a multicultural America.At the same time, the

Internet also is fertile ground for enterprising journalists of all races, ages, and class

backgrounds to chart their own path and to deliver reporting and opinion that is fully

contextualized. The growth of online-only journals, news websites, and socially conscious

publications has been explosive, with writers, editors, and activists of color seizing the

opportunity to cover and disseminate news and information that resonates with those

populations. “Controlling your own narrative” has become as commonplace as it once was to

order a subscription to your local daily newspaper.There is a big drawback, however, in that the

one-stop-shopping aspect of Old Media did, at least, come with a degree of professionalism

baked in. The New Media landscape is more like the Wild West, with social media and

independent news and opinion sites barreling along at breakneck speed while lumbering Old

Media outlets chug along behind, desperate to keep up but seemingly incapable of stopping

the Internet train from speeding out of sight. This would be completely exhilarating, except that

there are two damsels tied to the tracks in the distance: journalists of color, and the

increasingly frustrated audiences of ethnic citizens in the United States who see the train

coming and suspect it will not stop for them.Years passed between the Los Angeles riots, the

episode that first sparked my interest in thinking about race and the American press, and my

first sustained opportunity to explore race and media in a mass-market publication, the web

journal Africana.com, in 2000. My work in corporate news organizations up to that point had

been guided in part by role models and mentors, male and female reporters and editors who

were black, white, and Latino. Along with their real-time examples, I had also had limited

knowledge of black journalists of long ago, including Ida B. Wells-Barnett, who had written

passionately about lynching in African American newspapers early in the twentieth century. It

wasn’t something I thought about all the time, but in a symbolic sense, I believed I could build

on their legacy—or at least not destroy the chances for any other journalists of color who would

come after me.As the second decade of the twenty-first century begins, the prospect of young



journalists of color finding mentors capable of relating to their particular ethnic and cultural

experience has assumed new urgency. So many veteran journalists of color are leaving the

business before their “natural” retirement ages that one can legitimately worry that the future of

accurate, comprehensive coverage of people of color, poor communities, and other

marginalized populations and issues will fall completely by the wayside of large, well-funded

news organizations. This is to say (not imply) that the shrinking ranks of journalists of color

employed at major news outlets does not inspire confidence that coverage of people of color—

and of poor people and other historically marginalized groups—will improve in years to come.

Yes, the blogosphere is rising; but how many pure journalism websites thus far have shown a

willingness to hire significant numbers of trained journalists of color, or to focus on issues of

particular relevance to people of color? Time’s up—the answer, as of this writing, is three:

TheRoot.com, TheLoop21.com, and Black AmericaWeb.com, a site founded by the popular

African American disc jockey Tom Joyner. And those sites are small operations with few full-

time staffers.Black journalism academics and veteran journalists, including Alice Bonner at the

University of Maryland and Pamela Newkirk at New York University, have written extensively of

the soul-numbing challenges faced by the first- and second-generation black, Latino, and Asian

journalists over the years: the existential loneliness from being the “first” in a big newsroom; the

constant pressure to prove themselves in the eyes of white male editors; the subtle and overt

signs of doubt from top editors about their skills and worthiness.Consider Gwen Ifill, the first

black woman to regularly host a national news program, Washington Week in Review, on PBS.

Ifill came of age in journalism not long after the turmoil of the civil rights era and the urban riots

of the 1960s. Throughout her successful career, which began at daily papers, she had worked

relentlessly and brilliantly. Yet for all her bona fides—staff writing jobs at the New York Times

and the Washington Post, a trove of big journalism awards—Ifill drew criticism in October 2008

from some media watchers who questioned her ability to objectively moderate a televised

debate between vice presidential candidates Joseph Biden, a Democratic senator from

Delaware, and Sarah Palin, the Republican governor of Alaska. The criticism reached a

crescendo after reports emerged that Ifill had written a book about black political leadership

that used the candidacy of Barack Obama as its peg. The book was scheduled for publication

in 2009, and Ifill had spent the better part of 2008 researching and writing it, with the large

theme of the generational evolution of black politicians since the civil rights era. In a marketing

sense, the book’s title, The Breakthrough: Politics and Race in the Age of Obama, was

designed to capitalize on the rapid ascent of the soon-to-be-president. But Ifill’s editorial net

also captured other post-civil-rights-era black politicians, including Newark mayor Corey

Booker and Adrian Fenty, mayor of the District of Columbia. The younger-generation black

politicians were described in the press as “postracial,” in that they were said to appeal to

progressive and independent white voters while also being somewhat less “threatening” to

conservatives than their predecessors—Rev. Jesse Jackson, who had made a bid for the

Democratic presidential nomination in 1988, and black regional elected officials such as Harold

Washington, former mayor of Chicago. Yet Ifill’s attempt to examine this political evolution drew

criticism from some consumers and “media critics” who questioned Ifill’s “objectivity” in having

worked on the final stages of the book while also hosting a high-profile vice presidential

candidates’ debate.It didn’t seem to matter that Ifill had begun work on the book long before

Senator Obama clinched the Democratic nomination for the 2008 presidential election. An

outburst of criticism erupted from some politically conservative commentators, and implicit

within the question of Ifill’s objectiveness was an assumption that has dogged black journalists

for decades—that we can’t possibly cover black people or issues of particular relevance to



blacks fairly and dispassionately.

• 1975–1981: The Jonestown Massacre of 914 former Bay Area residents in Guyana; the

assassinations of San Francisco mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk;

widespread riots protesting the light sentencing of Dan White, the former San Francisco

supervisor convicted of killing Moscone and Milk; the attempted assassination of President

Gerald Ford at a San Francisco hotel; and even more assorted bombings, sit-ins, and street

actions.It seemed to me that journalists were important people. In the pages of the two local

daily newspapers—the morning San Francisco Chronicle and the afternoon San Francisco

Examiner—and on the television airwaves, I came to see journalists as smart, dedicated,

fearless investigators who worked important magic: using words and images to explain and

lend context to happenings that were, let’s face it, quite insane.By the time I graduated from

high school in the summer of 1981, the prospect of using language to communicate with

scores of readers in a handy, low-cost format such as newspapers seemed like a most

excellent way to make a living. It did not occur to me that the world of journalism might not be

open to people like me: a black woman from a working-class family who would not attend an

Ivy League university. As a child of the post–civil rights era, a late-hour baby boomer, I believed

that if I got a journalism education and worked hard at learning the trade, my opportunities for

joining the ranks of working journalists were good.Sure, I knew that black women were more

likely than whites to face challenges in the media industry. I also knew at least a bit about the

effects of corporate ownership on newspapers: one of the leading works of media industry

analysis, Media Monopoly by veteran journalist and editor Ben Bagdikian, had been required

reading in my college journalism department. Still, in the 1980s, after completing the magazine

journalism program at San Francisco State University, I enthusiastically embarked on a

reporting career, first wearing proudly the badge of “cub reporter” at the Hearst-owned San

Francisco Examiner.The fact that I was, for nearly two years, the only black female reporter on

the Metropolitan staff at that midsize afternoon paper did not initially concern me. Yet several

years later, I realized that my time working at my hometown paper marked the beginning of a

long, Conradian journey through the heart of darkness of American news organizations.The

value of my byline, I learned over the years, was to editors and newsroom managers highly

subjective; few managers shared my belief that my byline was more than an ephemeral

presence. For many of them, the expectation was that the newspaper’s reputation for quality

and accuracy was to be protected, but reporters’ bylines were interchangeable, the

backgrounds and the insights we carried with us into the newsroom each day only marginally

relevant to the work we produced.The longer I stayed in journalism, the clearer it became that I

am the only one who can safeguard the essential integrity of my journalistic identity. Much

more than just safeguarding my individual reputation, though, my efforts on this front also must

be focused on achieving high standards of fairness, accuracy, and ethics as part of a broader

effort to defend journalism. This mission is now more crucial than ever, as the Internet

expands, carrying bits and pieces of information farther and faster than we journalists could

have imagined twenty years ago.There is this, too: the Internet allows anyone to hang out a

journalist’s shingle—a development that is rich with promise and peril, especially in terms of its

implications for news coverage of race and class issues in America.First, a look at why this is

proving perilous for coverage of race and class:At a time when America is becoming ever more

economically and ethnically diverse, financial challenges in the news business are diminishing

the numbers of talented, experienced reporters and editors of color. Layoffs, buyouts, and a

general contracting of the number of editorial workers in the nation’s news organizations have



been particularly devastating to the small population of black, Latino, and Asian journalists—

professionals who entered news organizations in measurable numbers only in the mid-

twentieth century. And, at least as of the beginning of the second decade of the 2000s, the

emerging online organizations—including traditional print news outlets that have increased

their online presences—have not made the recruitment, hiring, and retention of qualified

journalists of color a top priority.This in turn means that as populations grapple with the

inevitable clashes (and mergings) that will occur in a multiethnic nation, news organizations will

not be equipped to cover the interactions—whether positive, negative, or indifferent—even as

these interactions accumulate. The 2008 presidential race—which featured our first viable

African American candidate, Barack Hussein Obama, and the first electable female candidate,

Hillary Rodham Clinton, vying for the Democratic nomination—exposed a national political

press corps ill equipped to comprehensively and accurately inform audiences of the many

complicated elements that had brought those two individuals into the forefront of presidential

politics. Too often, rather than informing accurately, calmly, and with authority, news

organizations—led predominantly by white males from middle-class backgrounds—deliver

coverage that inflames audience’s fears about a multicultural America.At the same time, the

Internet also is fertile ground for enterprising journalists of all races, ages, and class

backgrounds to chart their own path and to deliver reporting and opinion that is fully

contextualized. The growth of online-only journals, news websites, and socially conscious

publications has been explosive, with writers, editors, and activists of color seizing the

opportunity to cover and disseminate news and information that resonates with those

populations. “Controlling your own narrative” has become as commonplace as it once was to

order a subscription to your local daily newspaper.There is a big drawback, however, in that the

one-stop-shopping aspect of Old Media did, at least, come with a degree of professionalism

baked in. The New Media landscape is more like the Wild West, with social media and

independent news and opinion sites barreling along at breakneck speed while lumbering Old

Media outlets chug along behind, desperate to keep up but seemingly incapable of stopping

the Internet train from speeding out of sight. This would be completely exhilarating, except that

there are two damsels tied to the tracks in the distance: journalists of color, and the

increasingly frustrated audiences of ethnic citizens in the United States who see the train

coming and suspect it will not stop for them.Years passed between the Los Angeles riots, the

episode that first sparked my interest in thinking about race and the American press, and my

first sustained opportunity to explore race and media in a mass-market publication, the web

journal Africana.com, in 2000. My work in corporate news organizations up to that point had

been guided in part by role models and mentors, male and female reporters and editors who

were black, white, and Latino. Along with their real-time examples, I had also had limited

knowledge of black journalists of long ago, including Ida B. Wells-Barnett, who had written

passionately about lynching in African American newspapers early in the twentieth century. It

wasn’t something I thought about all the time, but in a symbolic sense, I believed I could build

on their legacy—or at least not destroy the chances for any other journalists of color who would

come after me.As the second decade of the twenty-first century begins, the prospect of young

journalists of color finding mentors capable of relating to their particular ethnic and cultural

experience has assumed new urgency. So many veteran journalists of color are leaving the

business before their “natural” retirement ages that one can legitimately worry that the future of

accurate, comprehensive coverage of people of color, poor communities, and other

marginalized populations and issues will fall completely by the wayside of large, well-funded

news organizations. This is to say (not imply) that the shrinking ranks of journalists of color



employed at major news outlets does not inspire confidence that coverage of people of color—

and of poor people and other historically marginalized groups—will improve in years to come.

Yes, the blogosphere is rising; but how many pure journalism websites thus far have shown a

willingness to hire significant numbers of trained journalists of color, or to focus on issues of

particular relevance to people of color? Time’s up—the answer, as of this writing, is three:

TheRoot.com, TheLoop21.com, and Black AmericaWeb.com, a site founded by the popular

African American disc jockey Tom Joyner. And those sites are small operations with few full-

time staffers.Black journalism academics and veteran journalists, including Alice Bonner at the

University of Maryland and Pamela Newkirk at New York University, have written extensively of

the soul-numbing challenges faced by the first- and second-generation black, Latino, and Asian

journalists over the years: the existential loneliness from being the “first” in a big newsroom; the

constant pressure to prove themselves in the eyes of white male editors; the subtle and overt

signs of doubt from top editors about their skills and worthiness.Consider Gwen Ifill, the first

black woman to regularly host a national news program, Washington Week in Review, on PBS.

Ifill came of age in journalism not long after the turmoil of the civil rights era and the urban riots

of the 1960s. Throughout her successful career, which began at daily papers, she had worked

relentlessly and brilliantly. Yet for all her bona fides—staff writing jobs at the New York Times

and the Washington Post, a trove of big journalism awards—Ifill drew criticism in October 2008

from some media watchers who questioned her ability to objectively moderate a televised

debate between vice presidential candidates Joseph Biden, a Democratic senator from

Delaware, and Sarah Palin, the Republican governor of Alaska. The criticism reached a

crescendo after reports emerged that Ifill had written a book about black political leadership

that used the candidacy of Barack Obama as its peg. The book was scheduled for publication

in 2009, and Ifill had spent the better part of 2008 researching and writing it, with the large

theme of the generational evolution of black politicians since the civil rights era. In a marketing

sense, the book’s title, The Breakthrough: Politics and Race in the Age of Obama, was

designed to capitalize on the rapid ascent of the soon-to-be-president. But Ifill’s editorial net

also captured other post-civil-rights-era black politicians, including Newark mayor Corey

Booker and Adrian Fenty, mayor of the District of Columbia. The younger-generation black

politicians were described in the press as “postracial,” in that they were said to appeal to

progressive and independent white voters while also being somewhat less “threatening” to

conservatives than their predecessors—Rev. Jesse Jackson, who had made a bid for the

Democratic presidential nomination in 1988, and black regional elected officials such as Harold

Washington, former mayor of Chicago. Yet Ifill’s attempt to examine this political evolution drew

criticism from some consumers and “media critics” who questioned Ifill’s “objectivity” in having

worked on the final stages of the book while also hosting a high-profile vice presidential

candidates’ debate.It didn’t seem to matter that Ifill had begun work on the book long before

Senator Obama clinched the Democratic nomination for the 2008 presidential election. An

outburst of criticism erupted from some politically conservative commentators, and implicit

within the question of Ifill’s objectiveness was an assumption that has dogged black journalists

for decades—that we can’t possibly cover black people or issues of particular relevance to

blacks fairly and dispassionately.As I see it, the more pressing questions center on the ever-

shrinking number of black journalists at the national level, rather than whether journalists of

color can “objectively” report on the policy and activities of the nation’s first black president.

Despite the amazing triumph of Barack Obama, the fact remains that black journalists continue

to represent an infinitesimal percentage of the high-profile journalists who can be said to wield

significant influence in coverage. Along with Ifill, only a few African Americans fit that



description: Eugene Robinson, an op-ed columnist at the Washington Post; Michele Norris,

cohost of All Things Considered at National Public Radio; and Bob Herbert, an op-ed columnist

at the New York Times. (At the Miami Herald, national columnist Leonard Pitts Jr. is a valuable

and influential voice, while at the Atlanta Constitution, Cynthia Tucker is a columnist with a

national profile; both have received Pulitzer Prizes for commentary. But I daresay that Bob

Herbert and Gene Robinson wield more influence among decision makers in Washington, D.C.

—though even their influence is small in comparison to that of David Broder, éminence grise of

the Post’s op-ed page.)As I began working at newspapers during the mid-1980s, I learned bits

and pieces about a few of the black journalists who had been successful in mainstream

newsrooms in the mid-twentieth century, including Robert Maynard, one of the first black

reporters hired at the Washington Post. Maynard’s big break happened during the racial tumult

and street riots of the 1960s. He went on to great heights as a reporter and editor at the

Washington Post and was even—for a short period, anyway—the only black person to own and

publish a daily newspaper in a metropolitan market, the Oakland Tribune.At that time, the

incentive for newsroom leaders to begin hiring journalists who were black, Latino, or Asian

grew out of the riots of the late 1950s and ’60s. Sealing the deal for many newspaper editors

was a groundbreaking federal study commissioned by Democratic president Lyndon Johnson

in 1967. The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, known in shorthand as the

Kerner Commission, studied the causes of, and fallout from, the recent urban unrest.The

Kerner Commission’s report outlined the role of mainstream news organizations in fanning the

flames of urban unrest through biased, shoddy, or scant coverage of minorities—and through

coverage and editorial writing that sometimes was blatantly hostile and antiblack. In one of the

report’s more pointed passages, the eleven-member commission wrote:The media report and

write from the standpoint of a white man’s world. The ills of the ghetto, the difficulties of life

there, the Negro’s burning sense of grievance, are seldom conveyed. Slights and indignities are

part of the Negro’s daily life, and many of them come from what he now calls “the white

press”—a press that repeatedly, if unconsciously, reflects the biases, the paternalism, the

indifference of white America. This may be understandable, but it is not excusable in an

institution that has the mission to inform and educate the whole of our society.The Kerner

Report spurred owners and publishers at several large news organizations to at least take

baby steps in the direction of recruiting journalists who were black, Latino, or Asian. Was hiring

journalists of color simply a cynical bulwark against political pressure, or was it a means of

“getting the story” on the racial upheaval that gripped several American cities during the

1960s? Both, I say. According to biographer Alice Bonner, Robert Maynard observed many

years later that the urban unrest of the mid-1960s was “the black journalist’s ticket to a place in

the newsroom. There is no doubt in my mind that practically all the black reporters who worked

at that time for daily newspapers were hired to cover this violence.”Well before the election of

Barack Obama late in 2008, the U.S. Census Bureau had released demographic data

indicating that people of color are likely to constitute a majority of the nation’s total population

before the midpoint of this century. In some regions of the country, including the Southwest,

white residents are already a minority. Yet in editorial staffs at traditional news organizations—

as well as at startup, online-only, or hybrid print and online news outlets—the percentage of

journalists of color lags far behind the percentage of people of color who live and work in

communities. The annual newsroom demographic survey conducted by the American Society

of News Editors found in 2010 that black journalists accounted for 4.88 percent of all editorial

workers in the news outlets nationwide that responded to the survey. At the same time, the U.S.

Census reported that blacks made up 12.9 percent of the nation’s population in



2009.Interestingly, notwithstanding two black columnists who cover media full-time (Richard

Prince at the Maynard Institute and Eric Deggans at the St. Petersburg Times), this occupation

gap is rarely covered by journalists and columnists who report on the media industry for large

mainstream news organizations. It is an odd void, especially considering the growing interest—

bordering on obsession, some would say—that the industry now shows in covering itself.It

wasn’t always that way. In the late 1990s, as Internet use became more commonplace among

consumers, the media industry was itself becoming news. By coincidence, monitoring the

press’s coverage of race-related stories in the United States, as well as charting the in-house

battles around race and class that take place in newsrooms, had become my journalistic

focus.The LA riots—with their dramatic arc that began with the brutal beating of a black

motorist, Rodney King, by a group of Los Angeles police officers and ended with the week-long

violence that erupted after those white officers were acquitted of criminal charges—very

literally sparked my interest in media criticism. Unlike Robert Maynard and other of my

predecessors, I was already a full-fledged staff writer by the time I had my trial by urban unrest.

But following that harrowing week in Southern California, after I returned to the Central Valley, I

reviewed other newspapers’ coverage and saw plenty that was problematic.After covering the

LA riots, I moved on to the Miami Herald, a newsroom in a media market that is legendary for

its racial fractiousness. From there, in the itinerant spirit of many modern-day journalists, I

moved to Boston; to St. Paul, Minnesota; and to Washington, D.C., along the way writing about

racial issues in America and talking to, commiserating with, and learning from other journalists.

This book is an outgrowth of my years working in my home state of California and in these

other cities, and of my experiences and observations along the way. My trajectory is in its

broadest outlines similar to that of any ambitious contemporary journalist with the stamina to

keep moving forward: from staff writing at “legacy” daily newspapers to writing or editing at

magazines, to the supposed Valhalla of book writing. I have done this . . . but not exactly in a

straight line.And gradually, along the way, what had seemed immediately after the Los Angeles

riots an intriguing quest—finding places where I could affix my byline to coverage and analysis

of the news industry’s race and class struggles—eventually became my passion.The questions

I raise here aren’t likely to instantly produce definitive answers. Yet I believe that in airing the

confounding subject of race and the American press, in questioning the larger implication of a

media culture and industry that struggles to positively inform Americans’ understanding of each

other at a time of immense demographic changes, there may emerge some valuable lessons

for others.Should this book reach that goal, it will be my best byline yet.
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